
Eight trails, eight stories. 
 

 
 

Each cheese trail offers a unique experience. Choose the one that attracts you the most. On the 

paths to the mountains, you will be guided by experienced guides, you will learn about the life 

and work of the Soča Valley cheese-makers and indulge yourself with mountain delicacies. 

  

Cheese trails offer: visit of the cheese dairies and a presentation of cheese making, 

shepherd`s lunch – tasting of delicacies, presentation of the cheese tradition and the 

ethnological heritage of the mountain pastures in the Soča Valley Region, expert guidance. 

  

Choose your cheese trail according to five diffrent thematic programmes: 

 

Information and reservations: 

 TIC Tolmin: t+386 5 38 00 480 | info@lto-sotocje.com 

 TIC Kobarid: t+386 5 38 00 490 | info.kobarid@lto-sotocje.si 

 TIC Bovec: t+386 5 38 96 444 | info@bovec.si 

 The Walk of Peace in the Soča Region Foundation: t+386 5 38 90 167 | 

info@potmiru.si 

 Dom Trenta, TNP information centre: t+386 5 38 89 330 | dom-tnp.trenta@tnp.gov.si 

 Tmin Tours tourist agency: t+386 5 38 11 993 | tmintours@siol.net 



Embrace of tradition 
indulge yourself in ethnology, history, legends and tales ... 

 

Programe “Embrace of tradition” offers two cheese trails: 

  

1) Ethnological pearls on the slopes of Mt. Matajur  

 

  

This Cheese Trail combines interesting 

ethnological heritage of the area, visible 

especially in the architectural features and 

history. Mt. Matajur is border mountain 

between Slovenia and Italy and offers 

beautiful views of the mountains of the 

Alpine rim on the north and of Adriatic coast 

on the south. On the way up to the mountain, 

visitor is kindly invited to visit Livško, a 

unique micro-region in Soča Valley. Centred 

in the pass between Mt. Kolovrat and Mt. 

Matajur it forms a natural link between Soča 

Valley (SI) and Benečija (I). Cheese trail 

leads visitors to Idrska planina mountain 

pasture, where cow cheese and delicious 

sweet and salty ricotta are produced from 

early June to late September. 

  

Itinerary includes: 

 Geographic, historic and ethnologic presentation of the area. 

 Visit of a mountain pasture Idrijska Planina dairy, 

 Visit of Tourist farm Jelenov Breg, presentation of farmers’ work, walk-around the estate, to see the 

animals (deers, rabbit, ducks, pony), lunch (shepherd’s meal).OPTIONS: 

 Visit of the Nježna hiša in Jevšček: the oldest building in the village and an example of the Slovenian-

Venetian architecture and one of the few preserved one-storey houses. 

 Hike to the peak of Mt. Matajur (1642 m) from where one can admire the Gulf of Adriatic and high alpine 

peaks at the same time. 

  

Duration: 8 – 8,5 h 

Equipment: hiking equipment and footwear 

Price: group of 4 = 60 €/person, group of 10 = 30 €/person; group of 18 =20 €/person. Included: guide, visit of the 

mountain pasture, homemade lunch (shepherd’s meal). 

Extra: hop on-hop off ride from Kobarid to Avsa 

  

http://www.jelenov-breg-pod-matajurjem.si/ENGLISH.php
http://www.dolina-soce.com/dolina_odkritij/muzeji%20_zbirke_in_galerije/2016020415193291/Nje%C5%BEna%20hi%C5%A1a%20/


  

2) Along the Bovška ovca sheep trail (sheep farms and miners in Log pod 

Mangartom, Božca Mountain pasture and the peak of Mt. Stol) 

  

 

Tribute to Peace 
In the footsteps of the Battles of the Isonzo 

 

Programme “Tribute to peace – in the footsteps of the Battles of the Isonzo” offers two Cheese Trails, on 

which understanding of cheese-making tradition goes hand in hand with learning about region’s turbulent 

past and realization of the importance of peace that we all should cherish. 

  

  

1) Treasures of the Tolminka Valley  
  

Cheese Trail leads visitors deep into the 

valley of pristine alpine Tolminka river. This 

glacier valley that was subsequently 

transformed by river erosion offers a visitor 

pristine experience of unspoiled alpine 

landscape. In the valley there lies mountain 

pasture of planina Polog (altitude 460 m), 

one of the pastures with easiest access, lying 

practically at Tolmin doorstep. Here cattle 

graze amidst the fairy-tale mountains and the 

excellent cheese is still made according to 

traditional recipe. The pastureland lies in the 

southern part of Triglav National Park, and is 

a starting point for numerous mountain 

hiking excursions or simply for a pleasant 

walk to the enchanting springs of the 

Tolminka, which rise a few kilometres 

higher up. The valley has quite a colourful 

history. During the First World War it was 

dotted with huts, workshops and storehouses, 

since – safe from artillery fire – it was the 

rear of the Austro-Hungarian forces. In the 

period between the wars, along a ridge of the 

Tolmin-Bohinj mountains ran the border 

between the kingdoms of Italy and 

Yugoslavia – the Rapal border. To defend 

this border, in the 1930s the Italian army 

built three large concrete bunkers in the area 

around today’s Polog pasture.  

 



Itinerary includes: 

 Geographic, historic (with the emphasis on the WWI) and ethnologic presentation of the 

area. 

 Visit of a mountain pasture dairy, presentation of cheese-making with degustation 

(shepherds’ meal) 

 visit of the Memorial Church of the Holy Spirit in Javorca and military bukers from the 

times of the Rapal border. 

Duration: 5 h 

Equipment: hiking equipment and footwear 

Price: group of 8 = 24 €/person, group of 18 = 19 €/person . Included: guide, visit of a mountain 

pasture planina Polog dairy, degustation, entrance to the church, bus ride Tolmin-Polog-Tolmin.  

  

  

2) In the cradle of pasturing under the mighty Krn Mountain (circular 

trail)  
  

The pastureland under Mt. Krn is a popular hiking destination as well as an important starting 

point for trekking/climbing to surrounding mountain tops. The area is full of natural, cultural and 

historic sites and many marked paths and trails pass through. In addition to hiking trails that lead 

to the surrounding peaks, these are the Path of Peace, European footpath E7 and Alpe-Adria-Trail. 

https://www.dolina-soce.com/dolina_odkritij/kulturno_zgodovinske_znamenitosti/2012032815271701/Javorca,%20spominska%20cerkev%20Svetega%20Duha/


This Cheese Trail connects 4 mountain pastures in a circular route: Planina Pretovč (1142 m), 

Planina Lapoč (1150 m), Planina Kašina (1050 m) and Planina Kuhinja (1020 m). All pastures lie 

within the borders of Triglav National Park. 

  

 

 

Itinerary includes: 

 Geographic, historic (with the emphasis on the WWI) and ethnologic presentation of the 

area. 

 Visit of a mountain pasture dairy, presentation of cheese-making with degustation 

(shepherds’ meal). 

 Mrzli vrh – outdoor museum of First World War. The top of the mountain offers a 

beautiful view over the former battlefield of the Isonzo Front. The ridge is crisscrossed 

with numerous trenches and caves. In a small area, the remains of both the Austro-

Hungarian and the Italian first line of defence can be seen. In one of the caves along the 

way from the Planina Pretovč to Mt. Mrzli vrh an altar is set up.  

Duration: 8,5 h 

Equipment: hiking equipment and footwear 

Price: group of 4 = 45 €/person; group of 17 = 15 €/person. Included: guide, visit of the mountain 

pasture dairy, degustation (shepherd’s meal). 

Extra: hop on-hop off bus ride. 

 

Healing touch of nature 
Observe beauty that surrounds you, relax and let the nature pamper your 

senses... 

 

Programme “Healing touch of nature offers you two Cheese Trails: 

  

1) Discovering mysteries  
  

https://www.dolina-soce.com/dolina_odkritij/kulturno_zgodovinske_znamenitosti/2012032815271756/Mrzli%20vrh,%20Muzej%20na%20prostem%20prve%20svetovne%20vojne/


The pastureland under Mt. Krn is a popular hiking destination as well as an important starting 

point for trekking/climbing to surrounding mountain tops. The area is full of natural, cultural and 

historic sites and many marked paths and trails pass through. In addition to hiking trails that lead 

to the surrounding peaks, these are the Path of Peace, European footpath E7 and Alpe-Adria-Trail. 

The Cheese Trail takes visitors to mountain pasture planina Zaslap, the highest-lying pasture 

under majestic Mt. Krn. The cattle graze here from June to September. The pasture lies within the 

borders of Triglav National Park and offers beautiful views of the surrounding mountains. 

  

Itinerary includes: 

 Geographic, archaeologic, historic and ethnologic presentation of the area, 

 Visit of mountain pasture Planina Zaslap, 

 Visit of a mountain pasture dairy, presentation of cheese-making with degustation 

(shepherds’ meal), 

 Megalithic circle: it lies in the immediate vicinity to the pasture. Its origin and purpose 

are not fully explained and a lot of questions spark the imagination…Who built it? How? 

(Some of the rocks weigh several tons…), Why? Was it used for astronomic 

observations? Healing rituals? Prophesies and divinations? The giant rocks are probably 

remains of a megalithic culture that was present here thousand years ago. Formed in a 

circle, they are supposed to have strong energy radiation. 

 

Duration: 8,5 h 

Equipment: hiking equipment and footwear 

Price: group of 4 = 50,5 €/person; group of 17 = 20,5 €/person. Included: guide, visit of Zaslap 

mountain pasture, degustation (shepherd’s meal). 

  

  

2) Relaxation on the mountain pastures above Tolmin (mountains 

between Stador in Razor, relaxation below tree canopies, reflexology – 

walking barefoot on grass) 



Energy rush 
Spice your Cheese Trail with a pinch of adrenaline! 

 

Adrenaline Krnica, the mountain pasture in the arms of Mt. Kanin 

(descend with mountain bikes and a zip-line) 
   

Itinerary includes: 

 Geographic, archaeologic, historic and ethnologic presentation of the area 

 Visit of mountain pasture Planina Krnica. 

 Visit of a mountain pasture dairy, presentation of cheese-making with degustation 

(shepherds’ meal), 

 descend with zip-line or mountain bike trekking. 

  

Duration: 5-6 h 

Equipment: hiking equipment and footwear 

Price:  

 

 


